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December 2016
Xmas is Coming

NOËL! NOËL! – Australian Brandenburg Orchestra, Irresistible

There is nothing quite like NOËL NOËL the Xmas celebration given annually by the Australian
Brandenburg Orchestra for its friends, fans and followers. 9 - 20 December are the dates for
'beauty, fun and glorious music touching on the religious’ and ‘grounded in the spiritual’. 
Read More  | Find Venues & Tickets

The Crown, a Netflix TV Series about the early life of HM Queen Elizabeth II as she transforms into a
constitutional monarch has Claire Foy, Matt Smith, a sterling ensemble cast and an expansive budget.
Director Stephen Daldry has produced a work of TV Art. Review: Episode 1 | Ep 2 & 3 | Episode 4

Like its friend the butterfly, the delightful swallow with its ruby eyes which is swooping down on the
cover of Anne Schofield Antiques catalogue, bringing with it the symbolism associated with the cycle
of life; of joy and change, of beauty and grace. Glorious gift suggestions for Xmas. Read More

Making music magic my two albums of choice to take to Sydney for this year’s family Christmas
celebration are opposites in composition and context as well as quite complex in the choices they
offer: Australian Brandenburg Orchestra and the a capella quintet Pentatonix. Read More

Craig McDowall reported on Cirque du Soleil: Kooza - A Premiere Experience at Brisbane where his
'smile drifted to jaw dropping with the thrills and excitement of an amazing group of acrobats,
contortionists, costumes, sensational music+ amazing vocals. WOW!.  Read More

Mudgee is a priority in Australia when selecting a retreat with all the beauty of a rural setting, arts and
culture, abundant local produce including honey and oils, diverse dining options, inspiring wines,
glorious music, history and National Parks. Mudgee is a must, says Rose Niland. Read More

Masterworks: Unpacking Fashion an exhibition on show now in The Costume Institute at The Met
Fifth Avenue, New York until February 5, 2017, features acquisitions of costume made over the past
decade, purchased from designers who have advanced fashion as an art form.  Read More
 

The intimate exhibition 'Threads of HIstory - Dressing Stonnington Through Time' on display in the
Pop Gallery of Northbrook, one of the heritage mansions in the City of Stonnington, Melbourne until
December 10 is a stylish conversation about evolving community social and cultural life.  Read More

The Statue of Mithras is part of an exhibition extolling the History of the World in 100 Objects brought
to fruition at the National Museum of Australia until January 29, a Christmas holiday must visit for the
whole family.  Read More  |  Buy Tickets

Rose Niland took in Shadow Box at the Old Fitz Theatre in Sydney, reporting it was 'an emotional play,
quite funny too, but most importantly a celebration of living.” It is astonishing to think it is the first
production in Australia of the Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award winning play.  Read More

Rose Niland recommends for Xmas a selection of picture books published in 2016 that foster a love of
reading and help inspire children to create their own memories and to share their thoughts by
communicating well with others.  Read More

François Hubert Drouais, The Sourches family, 1756, oil on canvas, on loan with all the Treasures
from the Palace of Versailles at the National Gallery of Australia this summer, well worth a road trip to
see. Opens December 9 - Read More | Buy Tickets

As human beings we are defined by our choices. Louise Banks as presented by Amy Adams in the
movie Arrival, is a quiet thoughtful heroine, one used to embracing stillness as she finds the place
where she wants to be, contributing to history. I loved this movie and didn’t want it to end. Read More

Wing Commander Max Vatan (Brad Pitt) and Marianne Beauséjour (Marion Cottillard) are caught up
in the defining events taking place in their generation. ALLIED, directed by Robert Zemeckis and written
by Steven Knight, is about two people uniting for a common purpose in wartime and in life | Read More
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